Background {#Sec1}
==========

The companion Genetics of Lipid Lowering Drugs and Diet Network (GOLDN) study fenofibrate clinical trial data set \[[@CR1]--[@CR3]\] was the foundation of our Genetic Analysis Workshop 20 (GAW20) simulation. The general simulation strategy was to first simulate visit 4 methylation array data for each subject (which measures the individual epigenetic responses to genomethate treatment), and then use this plus the genome-wide association study (GWAS) genotypes to produce the simulated triglycerides for visits 3 and 4 post-treatment values. The main simulated effect of genomethate is on the phenotype of the individual subject's triglyceride (TG) values measured as slope in response to treatment (change in mg/dL per unit time of treatment).

Methods, results and discussion {#Sec2}
===============================

Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the graphical design of the simulations.Fig. 1A 3D indexing order of the GAW20 simulation. The *j* index in the figure represents the subjects, the *i* index is noting the causal SNPs, where *i* = 1--5 also indexes the 5 main effects of the corresponding nearby CpG sites, while the sites 6--105 are 100 SNPs with background genetic effects. The *k* index indicates replications (*k* = 1, 2, ..., *R* = 200)

The *j* index in the figure represents the subject (*j* = 1, 2, ..., *N* = 717). The *i* index is noting the single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) chosen to be causal in the simulating model (*i* = 1, 2, ..., G = 105), where *i* = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 also indexes the 5 main effects of the corresponding nearby cytosine-phosphate-guanine (CpG) sites, while beyond main effects, the sites from 6 to 105 are 100 SNPs with background genetic effects. The *k* index indicates replications (*k* = 1, 2, ..., *R* = 200).

The first 5 causal SNPs are "major" effects (summarized in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}), and the last 100 SNPs are polygenic background effects (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). Note that only the first 5 CpG sites are relevant to the model, the polygenic background effects do *not* depend upon CpG states.Table 1Five major effect causal SNPs and corresponding nearby CpG markers affecting triglycerides at visits 3 and 4MethylvarchromcgpositioncggeneCpGCpGCpCpGmarknamechromrspositionrsgenerolehg^2^diffposmeanSdGmeanSdV2V2V4V4cg0000036312305607930.4880.05890.4920.3273rs966105912305560330.125− 4760cg10480950650671270.5780.05710.560.3247rs73600465067728LYRM4intron0.075601cg187723998894783490.5750.07430.5560.3265rs10121168894663830.100−11966cg0004591010234660700.4740.08960.4820.3295rs1082841210234765150.02510445cg012426761713413600HS3ST3A10.4560.08370.4640.328rs43995651713407619HS3ST3A1intron0.050− 5981*Abbreviations:* methylvar, CpG marker name; chrom, CpG marker's chromosome; cgposition, CpG marker position in base pairs; cggene, CpG marker's gene; CpGmeanV2, mean of methylation at visit 2; CpGSdV2, standard deviation of the same methylation marker at visit 2; CpGmeanV4, mean of methylation at visit 4; CpGSdV4, standard deviation of the same methylation marker at visit 4; markname, SNP name; chrom, SNP's chromosome; rsposition, SNP's position in base pairs; rsgene, SNP's gene name; role, SNP's role; hg^2^, simulated expected heritability for each causative SNP; diffpos, difference in base pair positions between corresponding SNP and CpG markersTable 2Background polygenic SNPs. All markers are simulated with the same heritability (hg^2^ = 0.001) affecting triglycerides at visits 3 and 4marknamechrompositionGenerolestrand_affyallele_affycoded_allnoncoded_allcoded_afP_HWECallrateSNPIDrs12037545114875400KIAA1026intron--A/GGA0.517640.3781SNP_A\_2245928rs1110212211.11E + 08+G/TTG0.5346720.59630.997625SNP_A\_8451677rs200465911.44E + 08NUDT17intron--A/GAG0.6291110.24780.995249SNP_A\_2211220rs380621811.45E + 08BCL9near-g+C/TCT0.6557180.10670.998812SNP_A\_8575283rs235286611.46E + 08+C/TTC0.98053510.998812SNP_A\_8635861rs4637157219443+C/TTC0.90632611SNP_A\_8500963rs119030362584324--G/TGT0.531630.71811SNP_A\_8639506rs45491262714368--C/TTC0.6149640.4481SNP_A\_8430739rs6758300275483393--A/GGA0.5687350.85671SNP_A\_2284162rs466793721.67E + 08[--]{.ul}A/TAT0.73965911SNP_A\_1851057rs678537033933764+A/GAG0.8746960.43830.996437SNP_A\_4202617rs762897934321347SETMARintron+G/TTG0.5291970.077161SNP_A\_4290525rs71166434437544SUMF1intron+C/TCT0.7062040.65581SNP_A\_2098242rs3548922935088187--A/GAG0.89233611SNP_A\_2299978rs1524557381974721--A/GAG0.6399030.43111SNP_A\_2123904rs1466475480175727--C/TTC0.816910.015511SNP_A\_2063157rs2615479488797334DMP1intron--C/TCT0.7183711SNP_A\_1862590rs6849123491684534MGC48628intron--A/GGA0.89476911SNP_A\_8414444rs426780841.1E + 08COL25A1intron--G/TTG0.87165511SNP_A\_2063127rs999275541.11E + 08EGFintron+A/GAG0.6861310.52161SNP_A\_1873873rs11951861584715767--A/GAG0.8272510.56261SNP_A\_8538997rs1428900584909967--C/TCT0.7311440.25581SNP_A\_2241509rs17207011585486010+A/CCA0.88686111SNP_A\_8651237rs37210651.23E + 08+A/GGA0.6192210.85451SNP_A\_1850833rs773018751.68E + 08SLIT3intron+C/TCT0.5182480.10951SNP_A\_4282886rs1482570672738670RIMS1intron--C/GCG0.8673970.41471SNP_A\_2147869rs128195861.53E + 08--G/TGT0.5875910.85681SNP_A\_4222639rs947976961.55E + 08OPRM1intron--A/CAC0.5468370.58621SNP_A\_2252195rs932256061.56E + 08+A/GAG0.8576640.73651SNP_A\_2204739rs945767561.6E + 08--G/TGT0.6417280.84831SNP_A\_2109851rs472142872137132MAD1L1intron+A/GAG0.6788320.033131SNP_A\_8644552rs646198473314009SDK1intron+A/GAG0.70377110.997625SNP_A\_8500870rs1718647875779274RNF216intron--A/CCA0.6034060.85211SNP_A\_2276119rs211033378151614ICA1intron+C/TTC0.7080290.090751SNP_A\_8699267rs1352090746160368--C/GGC0.6155720.3641SNP_A\_8478994rs4733163833653826--A/GGA0.6253040.098641SNP_A\_8357393rs2981182840010613--A/CCA0.535280.030051SNP_A\_8501882rs2923408842570683+A/GAG0.5425790.72321SNP_A\_2264082rs16921991858386566+C/TTC0.7968370.24841SNP_A\_4212967rs10955119898468181--C/GGC0.584550.018471SNP_A\_1873431rs7036143990615114--C/TTC0.82785911SNP_A\_8332992rs2196921991748045--C/TCT0.816910.40251SNP_A\_8714258rs12238738995433628PHF2intron--C/TTC0.6222630.024671SNP_A\_2103415rs10984103999679096--G/TGT0.65206811SNP_A\_8701456rs198977391.17E + 08+A/GGA0.99087611SNP_A\_8526939rs108871851085670555+C/GCG0.9142340.097971SNP_A\_1799218rs481179101.08E + 08+C/TTC0.5766420.71351SNP_A\_8706770rs17586536101.2E + 08C10orf46intron+C/TTC0.63990311SNP_A\_8582485rs10788015101.22E + 08--C/TTC0.5693430.72231SNP_A\_8527983rs4339955101.22E + 08+C/TTC0.785280.80551SNP_A\_8334121rs110308611129853551--A/GGA0.93795611SNP_A\_1788514rs79472791182018398+C/TTC0.8935520.12771SNP_A\_8345915rs10895219111.01E + 08ANGPTL5intron--C/TTC0.96593711SNP_A\_8703545rs9888281111.26E + 08KIRREL3intron--G/TTG0.7998780.56581SNP_A\_2206833rs10790956111.28E + 08ETS1intron--C/TCT0.56508511SNP_A\_2253706rs71382341221569984C12orf39near-g+C/TTC0.99452611SNP_A\_4277693rs124265601241977227--C/TCT0.8144770.22361SNP_A\_8404603rs111839111246055518+A/GAG0.8187350.76451SNP_A\_1956756rs11113259121.06E + 08+C/TCT0.99939210.998812SNP_A\_2030476rs10219441121.15E + 08--C/TTC0.6922140.52581SNP_A\_4223101rs44276871373781335--G/TGT0.7572990.14530.998812SNP_A\_2003390rs93183281374726372+A/TTA0.5419710.85910.998812SNP_A\_1854478rs95737911375607873--A/GAG0.90206811SNP_A\_2160026rs23290721377858815+C/TTC0.5942820.69941SNP_A\_2162287rs26330191382465113--A/GAG0.53041411SNP_A\_2024048rs128971631459385513RTN1intron+A/CAC0.7512170.36061SNP_A\_2233795rs21210631475798908+C/GGC0.8935520.29881SNP_A\_4298064rs16762951476103995--C/GCG0.78953811SNP_A\_2003847rs14305691486878849--C/TCT0.535280.3741SNP_A\_2185553rs65756951498363450--C/TCT0.97323611SNP_A\_2133926rs13908761545433081--C/TCT0.5954990.061891SNP_A\_2277486rs133134621545534066--C/TTC0.6204380.84451SNP_A\_8421063rs71804261560558330--C/TCT0.85948911SNP_A\_8713038rs174778131576147746TBC1D2Bintron--C/TTC0.6922140.8311SNP_A\_8395279rs2072986161631107CRAMP1Lintron--A/GAG0.84732411SNP_A\_8348939rs10778361610248642--G/TTG0.665450.70451SNP_A\_2287848rs80529751610856764+C/TCT0.71167911SNP_A\_8486961rs64976511623040046USP31intron+C/TCT0.97566911SNP_A\_8525616rs278171648013792+A/GGA0.9720210.997625SNP_A\_8365337rs98971741749611224+G/TGT0.94890511SNP_A\_2309201rs3451681755565566--A/GGA0.95985411SNP_A\_1796579rs99089991756215981BCAS3intron+A/GAG0.9093670.59361SNP_A\_1848643rs11123641757597131+C/TCT0.9057180.43621SNP_A\_8550334rs129365591757680004+A/GGA0.93552311SNP_A\_8410067rs13188411817138521--C/TCT0.96715311SNP_A\_2087816rs172028071819434594ANKRD29utr-3+G/TTG0.95559610.998812SNP_A\_2132404rs3398691820461587+A/GAG0.552920.47791SNP_A\_8437981rs110830251849698325--A/GGA0.93065711SNP_A\_1888265rs43256661865460176DOK6intron--C/TCT0.93369811SNP_A\_1924329rs81118621912420713--C/TCT0.513990.59421SNP_A\_2179593rs24538881922423985--C/GGC0.8497570.037641SNP_A\_8549134rs169990091922701498+A/GGA0.8771290.25341SNP_A\_2094893rs72522811935965262+G/TTG0.652040.10490.98337SNP_A\_1867428rs72548321943637691RYR1intron+C/TCT0.8710460.71481SNP_A\_1791707rs19748211956609547LOC10012coding--C/TCT0.85279811SNP_A\_8587419rs6056690209475353PAK7intron--C/TTC0.8503650.12771SNP_A\_2250060rs14157742033229277PROCRnear-g--C/TCT0.5663020.47771SNP_A\_2130084rs60936572040549705PTPRTintron+A/GAG0.87773711SNP_A\_8463206rs72606682042919440--A/GAG0.6940390.83581SNP_A\_1875543rs130426572044356316--C/TCT0.7840630.79551SNP_A\_8623899*Abbreviations:* markname, SNP name; chrom, SNP's chromosome; position, SNP's position in base pairs; Gene, SNP's gene name; role, SNP's role; strand_affy, +/− strand of the SNP; allele_affy, the SNP's Affymetrix array alleles; coded_all, coded allele; noncoded_all, noncoded allele; coded_af, coded allele frequency; P_HWE, *p*-value for testing Hardy Weinberg Equilibrium; Callrate, call rate for the SNP; SNPID, Affymetrix array SNP ID

We first defined a series of subjects' triglyceride values from the original (real) Genetics of Lipid Lowering Drugs and Diet Network (GOLDN) data \[[@CR1]\], which was used to generate the simulations. Because triglycerides were approximately log-normally distributed, we worked with log-transformed triglyceride values in all calculations, only transforming back to the measured triglyceride scale at the end of the simulations. In particular, for the *j*th subject, the average log triglycerides pre-treatment (average of visits 1 and 2, which are 1 day apart) and post-treatment (average of visits 3 and 4, which are also 1 day apart) in the original (real) GOLDN data are:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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If ***mean***\_***O***\_***PreRx***\_***TG*** and ***sd***\_***O***\_***preRx***\_***TG*** are the mean and standard deviations, respectively, of all the ***O***\_***preRx***\_***TG***~***j***~ across the *j* = 1, ..., N individuals, then the standardized original ***preRx*** of ***TG***~***j***~ are given by:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Tables [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} summarize the epigenetic model in our simulation. We chose 5 "major gene" causal variants (ranging from modest to small effect sizes corresponding to expected "heritabilities" of 0.125, 0.10, 0.075, 0.05, and 0.025), which, in the absence of any epigenetic effects, should govern individual genomethate treatment response along with 100 polygene variants (each of tiny effect size corresponding to "heritabilities" of 0.001 each). These were chosen randomly from chromosomes 1--20 of the GWAS Affymetrix Genome-wide Human SNP Array 6.0, which had 718,544 autosomal SNPs.

For the epigenetic component, we choose 5 CpG sites on the Illumina Infinium HumanMethylation450 BeadChip array (which had 463,995 CpG sites) that are physically closest to the 5 "major gene" causal SNPs, while the methylation sites near the 100 polygenes have no effect. The genomethate response model is based upon the idea that these CpG sites need to be sufficiently unmethylated for the corresponding causal SNPs to express their influence on each individual's phenotype. If the nearby CpG site is totally methylated (=1), then the corresponding causal SNP actually has *no* effect on the phenotype. If the CpG site is totally unmethylated (=0), then the corresponding causal SNP carries its full effect size impact on the phenotype. If the CpG site is partially methylated (between 0 and 1), then the effect size of the causal SNP is proportionally attenuated.

Specifically, for the *k*th simulation, we first generated the simulated visit 4 methylation array results for all subjects, based upon their corresponding visit 2 and/ or visit 4 methylation values. For each subject *j* = 1, ..., 717, and each CpG methylation site *i* = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (corresponding to 5 major effect CpGs)$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \boldsymbol{sim}\_\boldsymbol{meth}\_\boldsymbol{v}{\mathbf{4}}_{\boldsymbol{ji}\boldsymbol{k}}=\boldsymbol{real}\_\boldsymbol{meth}\_\boldsymbol{v}{\mathbf{2}}_{\boldsymbol{ji}}+{\boldsymbol{sd}}_{\boldsymbol{i}}\ast \boldsymbol{Z}{\mathbf{1}}_{\boldsymbol{ji}\boldsymbol{k}} $$\end{document}$$where ***sim***\_***meth*** stands for "simulated methylation" at visit 4, ***real***\_***meth*** is the *j*th subject's "real methylation" array data at visit 2 for the *i*th CpG site, ***sd***~***i***~ = 0.4 represents the standard deviation of individual subject methylation responses to treatment, and ***Z*1*jik*** *\~ N(0, 1)* is a pseudo-random standard normal variable drawn independently for each *jik*.

For the remaining, non-causal CpG sites, if the subject *j* had real visit 4 methylation array data then$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Otherwise, if the subject *j* only had visit 2 methylation array data, then$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \boldsymbol{sim}\_\boldsymbol{meth}\_\boldsymbol{v}{\mathbf{4}}_{\boldsymbol{ji}\boldsymbol{k}}=\boldsymbol{real}\_\boldsymbol{meth}\_\boldsymbol{v}{\mathbf{2}}_{\boldsymbol{ji}}+{\boldsymbol{sd}}_{\boldsymbol{i}}\ast \boldsymbol{Z}{\mathbf{1}}_{\boldsymbol{ji}\boldsymbol{k}} $$\end{document}$$where ***real***\_***meth***\_***v*2**~***ji***~ and ***real***\_***meth***\_***v*4**~***ji***~ are the real visit 2 and visit 4 methylation array data, respectively, for subject *j* and CpG site *i*, ***sd***~***i***~ represents the standard deviation of individual subject methylation responses to treatment for the *i*th CpG site, and again, ***Z*1*jik*** *\~ N(0,1)* is a pseudo-random variable drawn independently for each *jik*.

We selected five random non-causal (red-herrings) CpG sites also (shown in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). We set for them the ***sd***~***i***~ = 0.4, to be similar to the simulated causal CpG sites. For the remaining non-causal CpG sites, we set the corresponding ***sd***~***i***~ = 0.03, which is closer to that seen in the real visit 4 methylation data CpG sites, essentially at the measurement error level.Table 3Five non-causal (red-herrings) CpG markers chosen to have N(0,0.4) random variability, imitating the distribution of the 5 real causative CpG markersMethylvarchromcgpositioncggeneCpGdata PartitionrsidrspositionrsRolersGenestrand_affyallele_affycoded_allelenoncoded_allcoded_all_freqp_HWEcallratesnpidcg0070327631.3E + 08NA3rs2953763131243312NA--A/GGA0.98721110.99881SNP_A\_8675856cg0197167674.3E + 07HECW18rs696076343150741intronHECW1+C/TCT0.5509830.0170.98931SNP_A\_2264336cg11736230141E + 08PPP1R13B43rs2494731104308725intronAKT1+C/GGC0.6770450.68040.99406SNP_A\_2232252cg00001261163463964NA1rs47864213462304intronFLJ14154+A/GGA0.6903890.01681SNP_A\_4291807cg12598270183.3E + 07ZNF39646rs32331232996624intronKIAA1328--A/GGA0.8583640.1540.99525SNP_A\_4288135*Abbreviations:* Methylvar, CpG marker name; chrom, CpG marker's chromosome; cgposition, CpG marker position in base pairs; cggene, CpG marker's gene; CpGdata Partition, a number that refers to a simulated data partition distributed; rsid, SNP name; rsposition, SNP's position in base pairs; rsRole, SNP's role; rsGene, SNP's gene name; strand_affy, +/− strand on which the SNP is located; allele_affy -- the SNP's Affymetrix array alleles; coded_allele -- coded allele; noncoded_all -- noncoded allele; coded_all_freq -- coded allele frequency; p_HWE -- p-value for testing Hardy Weinberg Equilibrium; callrate -- call rate for the SNP; snpid -- Affymetrix array SNP ID

In all cases, *all* simulated visit 4 methylation values were then truncated to be strictly in the \[0,1\] interval, that is,

if (***sim***\_***meth***\_***v*4**~***jik***~ ***\>*** **1**) then ***sim***\_***meth***\_***v*4**~***jik***~ ***=*** **1**

if (***sim***\_***meth***\_***v*4**~***jik***~ ***\<*** **0**) then ***sim***\_***meth***\_***v*4**~***jik***~ ***=*** **0**

for all subjects *j*, CpG sites *i*, and simulation replications *k*.

Note that the model is such that, on average, the genomethate treatment has no effect on the amount of methylation increase/decrease from visit 2 to visit 4, however, there is variability across subjects. To reiterate, the variability is quite high (***sd***~***i***~ = 0.4) for the five CpG regions controlling the expression of the major causal variants and 5 other non-causal CpG (red-herrings) sites. The variability is low (***sd***~***i***~ = 0.03) for all other CpGs, at the level of measurement error.

Using these simulated visit 4 methylation data, we then generated the simulated slope change in triglyceride response for each individual *j* in each replication *k* as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In the above formula, ***zenv***~***jk***~ is an independently drawn pseudo-random normal deviate distributed *N(0,1)* for each subject *j* and each replication *k,* and it represents unexplained residual variation in the phenotype. ***SSNP***~***ji***~ is the standardized *i*th SNP additive genotype-dosage (i.e., coded such that mean = 0 and ***sd***~***i***~ = 1 in the sample), and the *i* = 1, 2, ..., 105 regression coefficients in this linear model are given in terms of constants ***sqrt***(***hg*2**~*i*~*)*, in Tables [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. Note that if the five causal CpG sites were completely unmethylated for all subjects (i.e., no epigenetic effects), then (*1 --* ***sim***\_***meth***\_***v*4** ~***j****ik*~) would be = 1 for all *j* = 1,..., N and *i* = 1,..., 5, and *k* = 1,..., 200, so that the regression coefficients would be interpreted as the square root of the locus specific heritability of the associated SNPs. Conversely, when the causal CpG site is totally methylated for that subject, (1 *-* ***sim***\_***meth***\_***v*4** ~***j****ik*~) = 0, so that the corresponding major effect SNP~i~ will not express its effect on the phenotype. Similarly, if the CpG site is partially methylated (between 0 and 1), the effect size of the causal SNP is proportionally attenuated.

To carry forward these simulated relationships in eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), we must address the fact that the observed slope responses for each subject are correlated to their baseline values of triglyceride (i.e., lower baseline values should produce less dramatic declines with treatment, whereas higher baseline values can experience greater slope change with treatment). In the real GOLDN data, the correlation between slope change in response to fenofibrate treatment and baseline log triglycerides is − 0.41881, and we used this constant value in our genomethate simulation to introduce a correlation between slope change and baseline values:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ {\boldsymbol{corrz}}_{\boldsymbol{j}\boldsymbol{k}}=\left(-\mathbf{0.41881}\right)\ast \boldsymbol{O}\_{\boldsymbol{preZ}}_{\boldsymbol{j}}+\boldsymbol{sqrt}\left(\mathbf{1}-{\left(\mathbf{0.41881}\right)}^{\mathbf{2}}\right)\ast {\boldsymbol{slope}}_{\boldsymbol{j}\boldsymbol{k}} $$\end{document}$$

Because the simulated individual slopes are generated on the standardized scale, we needed to rescale to that of the original scale of triglyceride changes per day of treatment, by working backwards. The mean and standard deviation of ***O***\_***slope***\_***TG***~***j***~ over all subjects *j*, are denoted by ***mean***\_***O***\_***slope***\_***TG*** and ***sd***\_***O***\_***slope***\_***TG***, respectively. We used the above observed mean and standard deviation of slopes seen in the original GOLDN data, to rescale as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \boldsymbol{sim}\_{\boldsymbol{slope}}_{\boldsymbol{jk}}={\boldsymbol{corrz}}_{\boldsymbol{jk}}\ast \boldsymbol{sd}\_\boldsymbol{O}\_\boldsymbol{slope}\_\boldsymbol{TG}+\boldsymbol{mean}\_\boldsymbol{O}\_\boldsymbol{slope}\_\boldsymbol{TG} $$\end{document}$$

Then the expected response to genomethate treatment of the *j*th subject, after ***O***\_***DaysRx***~***j***~ original days of treatment, is given by:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \boldsymbol{sim}\_\boldsymbol{postRx}\_{\boldsymbol{TG}}_{\boldsymbol{j}\boldsymbol{k}}=\left(\boldsymbol{sim}\_{\boldsymbol{slope}}_{\boldsymbol{j}\boldsymbol{k}}\ast \boldsymbol{O}\_{\boldsymbol{DaysRx}}_{\boldsymbol{j}}\right)+\boldsymbol{O}\_\boldsymbol{preRx}\_{\boldsymbol{TG}}_{\boldsymbol{j}} $$\end{document}$$

Finally, we used the simulated individual responses to produce the simulated values of triglyceride at visits 3 and 4, based upon the variability we see between those visits in the real GOLDN fenofibrate data:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \boldsymbol{sim}\_\boldsymbol{TG}{\mathbf{3}}_{\boldsymbol{j}\boldsymbol{k}}=\boldsymbol{\exp}\left[\boldsymbol{sim}\_\boldsymbol{postRx}\_{\boldsymbol{TG}}_{\boldsymbol{j}\boldsymbol{k}}+\left(\mathbf{\log}\Big(\boldsymbol{TG}{\mathbf{3}}_{\boldsymbol{j}}\right)-\boldsymbol{O}\_\boldsymbol{postRx}\_{\boldsymbol{TG}}_{\boldsymbol{j}}\Big)\right] $$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \boldsymbol{sim}\_\boldsymbol{TG}{\mathbf{4}}_{\boldsymbol{j}\boldsymbol{k}}=\boldsymbol{\exp}\left[\boldsymbol{sim}\_\boldsymbol{postRx}\_{\boldsymbol{TG}}_{\boldsymbol{j}\boldsymbol{k}}+\left(\mathbf{\log}\Big(\boldsymbol{TG}{\mathbf{4}}_{\boldsymbol{j}}\right)-\boldsymbol{O}\_\boldsymbol{postRx}\_{\boldsymbol{TG}}_{\boldsymbol{j}}\Big)\right] $$\end{document}$$

If only 1 replicate of the GAW20 simulated data was to be analyzed, we recommend the 84th replication, which was provided in a separate directory, as a "representative" of the 200 replicated simulations. Chromosomes 21 and 22 datasets were not used in the simulation, so an analyst can use the corresponding data for building a *NULL* hypothesis. The simulated GAW20 data are accompanied by README and Data Dictionary files.
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